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Log	Cabin	
 

Quilt	Size	is	approximately	53	x	72	

Block	Size	is	8	inches	(8.5	with	seam	allowances)	

Setting	is	6	x	6	blocks	

 
 

Quilt	Notes:	

o I pieced my blocks using my Accuquilt GO Log Cabin die but you can piece yours using any method you choose. 

The strips should be cut 1.5 inches if you want your blocks the same size as mine. 

o Any layout can be used for the 36 log cabin blocks that make up the center of the quilt. I’ve chosen to use a barn 

raising setting. 

o Because I don’t like square quilts, two extra borders are used on the top and bottom of the quilt to create a 

rectangular quilt. 

o Quilt size can be increased by making more blocks, by increasing the width of your strips, or by adding additional 

blocks. 
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Log Cabin blocks – Make 36 

I used only Strips 1-8 on the Log Cabin Accuquilt GO die 

 
 

Because my quilt is scrappy, I chose a variety of reds 

and black/white prints and cut enough for 8-10 blocks 

at a time. For the entire quilt you will need to cut 36 

reds and 36 black/white prints. I used each of my prints 

about 2-3 times and ‘shuffled’ my stacks to make my 

blocks scrappy. 

 
Logs are pieced in the following order and the largest 

red log was not used. Set those aside and they can be 

trimmed down for the Piano Key border. 

 

Assemble the top 

Looking at the quilt drawing on the first page of these 

instructions, assemble the Log Cabin blocks into rows 

and sew them together. 

 

First black border: 

Cut side borders 3 inches and sew to quilt 

Cut top and bottom borders 3.5 inches and sew to quilt  

 

Coins border: 

Cut coins 1.5 inches by 6.5 inches and sew into two 

strips for the top and bottom of your quilt. These will be 

approximately 6.5 x 53 inches but measure YOUR top 

and make them that length. 

 

Second black border: 

Cut 3.5 inches and sew to top and bottom of quilt. 

 

Fabric Yardage 

Normally I do not provide fabric yardage because my 

quilts are scrappy but I started with  12 fat quarters of 

black/white prints; used scraps of reds that equaled 

approximately 12 fat quarters and EQ7 estimates that 

approximately 1.5 yards of black fabric are needed for 

borders and binding. 


